
Our first speaker of the fall season was Mr. Steve Gaskin, Economist and Associate with 

Lighthouse Wealth Management. His talk covered the economic impacts of the pandemic, as 

well as trends in place before the pandemic. Long term implications should be understood by 

investors. 

 

Steve gave his talk “Economic and Financial Market Outlook” via Zoom but due to technical 

difficulties, his slides were not available for distribution until today (Sept 30, 2020). Please find 

the presentation slides attached. 

 

Summary highlights of the presentation: 

 

Economic Outlook - uncertain to say the least.  

 

Factors contributing to weak growth and inflation prior to COVID-19 include: 

 

1. Declining birth rates and aging populations 

2. Technological innovation - while lower costs, destroys jobs and promotes inequality 

3. Weak productivity growth in developed countries - technology does not always increase 

productivity 

4. We have had 20 years of globalization however we are reversing that course now 

5. Growth has been “borrowed” from the future - high debt levels restraining current 

consumption, even at low interest rates 

6. Fiscal and monetary stimulus in generous supply to maintain economic growth 

 

Charts and Graphs detailing the following: 

 

1. Aging populations - populations are set to age further, dragging on economic growth 

 

2. Canada Labour Force - average of 1% over the last 30 years contributes to weak growth 

 

3. Canada Labour Productivity - productivity growth has been spotty in recent years 

 

4. US Budget Balance - large deficits before COVID-19, likely to swell before declining 

 

5. Canada Budget Balance - unprecedented increase in government debt 

 

6. Canada Government: Revenues vs Expenses - higher interest rates would force difficult 

decisions for Government 

 

7. Government Debt to GDP - Japan began to age first, but is no longer alone with high debt 

 

8. Debt to GDP Ratios - increasing across the board, except in Germany 

 

9. Canada Government - three main options to get into the black: raise taxes; cut entitlement 

and service levels; reflate (quantitative easing). Likely to see a combination of all three. 

 



10. Canadian Interest Rates - fortunately rates continue to decline since inflation period 

peaked around 1982 

 

11. Global Interest Rates - despite elevated debt levels, yields remain negative 

 

12. Federal Reserve Assets - the Fed’s Balance Sheet has exploded since 2008, and again of 

late 

 

13. Bank of Canada Assets - COVID-19 provided cover for the Bank of Canada to join the 

Fed 

 

14. Real Interest Rates and Gold - real interest rates are likely to stay negative, good for gold 

 

15. Equity Markets - buoyant equity markets, weak real economy 

 

16. US Economic Indicator - economic activity has recovered, but large sectors remain very 

weak - Pandemic RESET index (Real Economy Statistical Evidence Tracker) 

 

Where do we go from here? 

1. Tax increases - is not effective for all 

2. Wealth redistribution to cope with high unemployment 

3. De-globalization, cost inflation 

4. Financial repression 

 

Economy operates in cycles. Fixed Income assets - government bonds - safe areas for aging 

population. Now stocks are doing well but economy is not. Need for more fiscal support. Some 

of the tax rules may change, for example: inheritance tax. 

 

Questions from the Audience: 

1. Should the Government raise GST by a couple of points? It will be helpful but unpalatable. 

 

Response: North America needs to produce more and sell it elsewhere to improve the economic 

situation. 

 

2. You alluded to a change in mix of on-shoring and off-shoring, is more on-shoring a good 

policy for our federal government? 

 

Response: Remember, the trend was in place before the pandemic. Unemployment has occurred 

from seeking cheaper goods offshore. 

 

3. Would immigration help with our economy: 

 

Response: Yes, definitely. 

 

Thank you, Steve. 

 


